
Class 3, computer ch : 4 , INTERNET  

A) Answer the following questions : - 

1) What is internet? 

Ans : Internet is a system that interconnects the different computer 

systems across the world . 

2) What is website? 

Ans : A website is like a magazine , which has a set of related webpages . 

3) What is home page ? 

Ans: The first page that appears when a  user visits a website . 

4) Define URL 

Ans : A URL is nothing  more than a unique address of a webpage on the 

web  

5) What is hyperlink ? 

Ans :  An electronic link which enable us to access from one webpage to 

another  

 

B) Fill up the blanks  

1) A blog is a website where someone writes about any topic . 

2) We use software called the web browser to view web pages . 

3) ARPANET was founded in the year 1969.  

4) Cyber bullying is one the disadvantages of internet . 

5) Websites are hosted on dedicated computers known as web servers ,   

 

C) TRUE or FALSE  

1) A modem is not used in internet connection .  ( false )  

2) Most websites have hyperlinks .   ( true ) 

3) Sometimes our personal information is not safe in internet .  ( true ) 

4) Virus attacks are not possible when you are using internet .   ( false ) 

5) We can listen to music and watch videos using internet .   ( true ) 

 

D) Answer the following questions :  



1) What are the requirements for connecting to internet ? 

Ans : To connect to internet we need : 

a) A computer or mobile  

b) A  modem  

c) A telephone line or wireless connection  

d) A web browser 

e) An internet service provider  such as JIO , AIRTEL 

 

2) What are the responsibilities of a  good digital citizen ? 

Ans : some of them are :- 

a) Do not download videos or audios illegally. 

b) Do not copy from copyright . 

c) Do not spend unnecessary  free time on internet . 

d) Do not send inappropriate messages.  

 

3) Write the full forms :  

a) WWW : world wide web  

b) URL: uniform resource locator  

c) VOIP: voice over internet protocol  
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